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Abstract
We present a mixed formulation of the axisymmetric steady-state incompressible Navier{Stokes equations. The new
unknowns are the stream function and the vorticity. Spectral methods are used to approximate the continuous problem.
We prove that the error estimates between the exact and the discrete solutions are optimal. We use the Glowinski{Pironneau
algorithm for the implementation of the discrete problem and give numerical results.
Resume
On presente la formulation fonction courant-tourbillon des equations de Navier{Stokes axisymetriques incompressibles
et stationnaires. On approche les solutions par des methodes spectrales et on montre que les estimations d’erreur obtenues
sur la fonction courant et la fonction tourbillon sont optimales. L’utilisation de l’algorithme de Glowinski{Pironneau pour
resoudre le probleme discret conduit a des resultats numeriques conformes a ceux predits par la theorie. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider the three-dimensional stationary Navier{Stokes equations given in a three-dimensional
axisymmetric domain 
: this means that 
 is generated by rotation around an axis of a plain bounded
domain 
. We assume that 
 is contained in the half-space R+R and has a Lipschitz-continuous
boundary. We denote by  0 the part of the boundary @
 on the axis fr = 0g and by   the part
@
= 0. So,

 = f(r; ; z) 2 R3=(r; z) 2 
 [  0; −6< g:
0377-0427/00/$ - see front matter c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The three-dimensional Navier{Stokes problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is
given by
 u +
1

( u 3) u +3 p= f in 
;
div u = 0 in 
;
u = 0 on @ 
;
(1.1)
where u is the velocity and p is the pressure of the uid divided by %, the product of the uid
density and the viscosity. The data f is the density of external forces, also divided by %, that we
assume to be in H−1( 
)3. When  tends to 1, the nonlinear term tends to 0 and we obtain a
linear problem: the Stokes problem. We recall that problem (1.1) has at least one solution and that
this solution is unique when the data f is suciently small. Here, we are interested in the case
where f is axisymmetric. In this case, we know (cf. [4]) that this system can be reduced without
any approximation to a two-dimensional problem in the meridian domain. The dimension reduction
is obtained by using cylindrical coordinates and is detailed in [4]. For axisymmetric data f with
zero angular component, in [4] it is also proved that problem (1.1) has at least one axisymmetric
solution ( u; p) with zero angular component. Under assumption on the viscosity  and the data, this
solution is unique. Problem (1.1) is then equivalent to a bidimensional problem whose unknowns
are the radial and the axial components of the velocity, ur and uz, and the pressure p.
The variational formulation to the two-dimensional problem obtained from (1.1) in the primitive
variables does not lead to exactly zero-divergence condition for discrete velocities in the general case.
This can be solved by introducing a stream function in dimension 2 [10] or a vector potential in
dimension 3 [2]. We obtain a fourth-order problem on the stream function; that is why we introduce
a second variable: the vorticity. The new formulation, the unknowns of which are the stream function
and the vorticity, is called the mixed formulation.
This formulation is analysed in [6] for the Stokes and Navier{Stokes equations in the Cartesian
coordinates. We write here a mixed formulation for the axisymmetric Navier{Stokes problem. We
prove the wellposedness of the continuous problem and we recover the pressure by resolving a
Poisson equation. For the discretization, we use spectral methods. It is proved that these methods
are well adapted to handle the weighted measure in the radial direction. The implementation of the
method is quite easy and we prove that the computation of the stream function and the vorticity is
achieved with accuracy.
When the domain is not rectangular or if the solution presents singularities, it must be divided
into subdomains. The approximation of the problem with spectral element method is under
consideration.
An outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present some weighted Sobolev spaces that
we need in this work. In Section 3, we write a variational formulation for the continuous Navier{
Stokes problem. This formulation is deduced from its analogue for the linear Stokes problem. Then,
we give the regularity properties of the solutions and derive the problem on the pressure.
Section 4 is devoted to the spectral approximation of the problem with numerical integration. We
give error estimates for the discrete steam-function and vorticity, which rely on the corresponding
results for the Stokes problem (cf. [1, Chapter III]).
In Section 5, we present the algorithms used to solve the discrete problems obtained. Finally,
numerical results are given.
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2. Functional spaces
We dene the weighted space Lp1 (
), for 1<p<1, of measurable functions on 
 such thatZ


jv(r; z)jpr dr dz<1:
We provide Lp1 (
) with the norm
kvkLp1 (
) =
Z


jv(r; z)jpr dr dz
1=p
:
For any positive integer m;Wm;p1 (
) is the space of functions in L
p
1 (
); 1<p<1, such that the
functions partial derivatives of order 6m belong to Lp1 (
); and the space is provided with the
semi-norm
jvjWm;p1 (
) =
 
mX
l=0
k@lr@m−lz vkpLp1 (
)
!1=p
and with the norm
kvkWm;p1 (
) =
 
mX
l=0
jvjp
Wl; p1 (
)
!1=p
:
For any positive real number s;W s;p1 (
) is the space obtained by interpolation between W
[s+1];p
1 (
)
and W [s];p1 (
). The spaces W
s;p
1 (
) are Banach spaces. We refer to [8,14] for further details.
We will also use the weighted spaces V s;p1 (
) dened for any positive real number s by
V s;p1 (
) = fv 2 Ws;p1 (
)=rl+m−s@lr@mz v 2 Lp1 (
); 06l+ m6[s]g:
When s is an integer, we dene a norm on V s;p1 (
) by
kvkV s; p1 (
) =
 X
06l+m6s
krl+m−s@lr@mz vkpLp1 (
)
!1=p
:
We consider on V s;p1 (
) the same semi-norm as dened on W
s;p
1 (
).
It is useful to give simpler notation for p=2. Then, we denote by Hs1(
), and V
s
1 (
), the spaces
Ws;21 (
) and V
s;2
1 (
), respectively. To take into account the boundary condition, we denote by
H 11}(
) and V
1
1}(
) the subspaces of H
1
1 (
) and V
1
1 (
), respectively, which vanish on  . Finally,
we denote by (; ) the scalar product of L21(
).
3. The continuous problem
Assuming that f = 0, the radial component u of the velocity is the solution of the equation
−

@2r u +
1
r
@ru − 1r2 u + @
2
z u

+ ur@ru + uz@zu +
1
r
uru = 0 in 
;
u = 0 on  :
(3.1)
We can prove then that, if kfrkV 11}(
)0 + kfzkH 11}(
)0 is suciently small, the only solution of (3.1)
is u = 0.
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Then, assuming that u is equal to 0, we consider the system, the unknowns of which are the
radial and the axial component of the velocity and the pressure p:
−

@2r ur +
1
r
@rur − 1r2 ur + @
2
z ur

+ ur@rur + uz@zur + @rp= fr in 
;
−

@2r uz +
1
r
@ruz + @2z uz

+ ur@ruz + uz@zuz + @zp= fz in 
;
@rur +
1
r
ur + @zuz = 0 in 
;
ur = uz = 0 on  :
(3.2)
For any data (fr; fz) in V 11}(
)
0  H 11}(
)0, this problem has at least a solution (ur; uz; p) in
V 11}(
) H 11}(
) L21(
).
We do not restrict ourselves to the case u = 0. The result can be extended to the fully coupled
problem:
−

@2r ur +
1
r
@rur − 1r2 ur + @
2
z ur

+ ur@rur + uz@zur − 1r u
2
 + @rp= fr in 
;
−

@2r u +
1
r
@ru − 1r2 u + @
2
z u

+ ur@ru + uz@zu +
1
r
uru = 0 in 
;
−

@2r uz +
1
r
@ruz + @2z uz

+ ur@ruz + uz@zuz + @zp= fz in 
;
@rur +
1
r
ur + @zuz = 0 in 
;
ur = u = uz = 0 on  :
(3.3)
We write in the following the mixed formulation associated with this problem.
3.1. Regularity properties
We denote by divr u=0 the quantity @rur+(1=r)ur+@zuz. The incompressibility condition divr u=0
implies the existence of a stream function  that satises u = (ur; uz) = rotr  , where rotr  is the
vector

@z 
(1=r)@r(r )

. We introduce the vorticity != rot u= @ruz − @zur .
Denoting by r the operator dened by
r’= @2r’+
1
r
@r’− 1r2 ’+ @
2
z’;
we have the identity −r = !.
We assume here that 
 is simply connected. We can derive from the three-dimensional results
(cf. [10]) the following regularity result proven in [1].
Proposition 3.1. For any real s> 1; if the function C belongs to (Hs1(
) \ V 11}(
))  (Hs1(
) \
H 11}(
)); divr C=0 and C n=0 on  ; there exists a unique stream function ’ in Hs+11 (
) satisfying
C= rotr ’; ’= 0 on @
 and
@’
@n
= 0 on  :
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The rst and the third equations of problem (3.3) can be transformed into the equation
 rotr !+ !3r +3 p= f +
1
r
u2; (3.4)
where p stands for the dynamic pressure given by p=p+ 12u  u. The vorticity, the stream function
and the pressure are the solution of the problem
 rotr !+ !3r +3 p= f +
1
r
u2;
−r = !;
 j  = 0;
@ 
@nj 
= 0:
(3.5)
In what follows, we set g=f+ (1=r)u2 and we suppose that u is regular enough. We assume here
that 
 is a rectangle or a union of rectangles, the largest angle of 
 is then 12 if 
 is convex and
3
2 if not. We deduce the properties of regularity of  and ! from the regularity of the solution of
the Navier{Stokes problems (1.1). We have the result:
Theorem 3.2. For any s>0; we suppose that g = (gr; gz) is in the space Hs−11 (
)
2. Then if 

is convex; for s< 2:72959; the solution ( ; !) of problem (3:5) is in Hs+21 (
)  Hs1(
) and the
pressure p is in Hs1(
).
If 
 is not convex; we have the same result for any s< 0:54448.
In particular, if g 2 L21(
); ! belongs to V 11 (
) and then ! 2 L41(
).
However, if we suppose that ! 2 V 11 (
), multiplying (3.4) by rotr ’, for any ’ 2 V 11}(
), we
can eliminate the pressure from (3.4) and obtain
(rotr !; rotr ’) + (!3r ; rotr ’) = (rot g; ’):
3.2. Variational formulation
We can write the formulation (3.5) as an implicit Stokes system with right-hand side g− !3r 
that we present in the next section. We refer to [9] for the rst idea of this technique and to [3] for
its application in the case of spectral methods.
3.2.1. The Stokes equations
Since the vorticity and the stream function correspond to the velocity, the solution of the reduced
Stokes problem satises the following equations (cf. [1]):
−r != rot g in 
;
−r  = ! in 
;
 = 0 on  ;
@ 
@n
= 0 on  :
(3.6)
To write a variational formulation of (3.6), we denote by V−1(
) the dual space of V 11}(
) and by
h:; :i the duality product between V−1(
) and V 11}(
).
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Let X be the space
X = f 2 L21(
)=r  2 V−1(
)g: (3.7)
X is a Hilbert space when provided with the norm
kkX = (kk2L21(
) + kr k
2
V−1(
))
1=2:
The equivalent variational formulation to the problem (3.6) is written: Find  2 V 11}(
) and ! 2 X
such that
−hr’;  i= (!;’) 8’ 2 X;
hr!; i=−1 (f; rotr ) 8 2 V
1
1}(
):
(3.8)
This last problem can be written as a saddle-point problem: Find  2 M;! 2 X such that
a(!;’) + b(’;  ) = 0; 8’ 2 X;
b(!; ) =−1

(f; rotr ); 8 2 M;
(3.80)
where M = V 11}(
) and the bilinear forms are dened, for any !;’ 2 X and  2 M , by
b(!; ) = hr!; i and a(!;’) = (!;’):
We can easily prove the wellposedness of problem (3.8). We consider the space
W = f 2 X j b(; ) = 0; 8 2 Mg:
The next result is proven in [1]:
Proposition 3.3. (i) The bilinear form a(:; :) is continuous on the space X  X and elliptic on W.
(ii) The bilinear form b(:; :) is continuous on X M and satises the inf{sup condition
9> 0 / inf
2M
sup
2X
b(; )
kkXkkM>:
Corollary 3.4. For any f = (fr; fz) 2 L21(
)2, problem (3:8) has a unique solution ( ; !) in
V 11}(
) X that satises the stability properties
k!kX6ckfkL21(
) and k kV 11 (
)6c0k!kL21(
):
Remark 3.5. We suppose that ! 2 V 11 (
); formulation (3.8) is equivalent to the variational formu-
lation: Find  2 V 11}(
); ! 2 V 11 (
) such that
(rotr  ; rotr ’) = (!;’); 8’ 2 V 11 (
);
(rotr !; rotr ) = (f; rotr ); 8 2 V 11}(
);
(3.9)
The wellposedness of this problem can easily be proven. For spectral discretization, we will consider
this last formulation since polynomials have enough regularity.
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We design now by S the Stokes operator dened by
Sf = ( ; !),  ; ! are solution of problem (3:8) with = 1:
Moreover, since we have supposed that 
 is a rectangle or a union of rectangles, for any
s60:54448,
S 2L(L21(
)2; H s+21 (
) Hs1(
)):
3.2.2. Back to the Navier{Stokes equations
By observing problem (3.5), we can see that it can be interpreted as a Stokes problem with data
g− !3r  .
We dene the space  by
 = (V 1;41 (
) \ V 11}(
)) L21(
);
and we consider the dierential operator G given by
8t = ( ; !) 2 ; G(t) = 1

(!3r  − g):
It should be noted that if  2 V 1;41 (
) and ! 2 L41(
) then G(t) 2 L21(
)2, for any g 2 L21(
)2, so
that S 2L(L21(
)2; ).
The nonlinear Navier{Stokes equations are equivalent to the problem: For any given g 2 L21(
)2,
nd t = ( ; !) 2 (V 1;41 (
) \ V 11}(
)) (L41(
) \ X ) such that
F(t) = t + SG(t) = 0: (3.10)
The existence of a solution of problem (3.10) comes from the fact that the Navier{Stokes problem
(1.1) has at least one solution. We have a local unicity of a solution t when
DF(t) = I + SDG(t) is an isomorphism of : (H)
We say that a solution t of (3.10) is nonsingular if it satises the hypothesis (H).
3.3. Problem on the pressure
We assume that ! 2 V 11 (
) and p 2 H 11 (
). The pressure p is the solution of the problem: Find
p 2 H 11 (
) \ L21;0(
) such that
(3 p;3q) = (g;3q)− (rotr !;3q)− (!3r ;3q); 8q 2 H 11 (
): (3.11)
Problem (3.11) has a unique solution p in H 11 (
) \ L21;0(
) that satises
k pkL21(
)6ckgkL21(
) + k!kL41(
)j jV 1; 41 (
):
4. Discretization with numerical integration
We assume here that 
 is the rectangle (−1; 1)2 and we make the change of variable r = 1 + .
In what follows, N is a xed positive integer >2. We will approximate the exact solution ( ; !) of
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problem (3.9) by polynomial functions  N and !N , of degree 6N and estimate the approximation
error between  and  N and between ! and !N .
For any nonnegative integer N;PN (
) stands for the space of polynomials with degree 6N with
respect to each variable r and z on 
;P0N (
) is the set of the polynomials of PN (
) that vanish on
@
 and PN (
) the space of those vanishing on  0. We dene also the space Pm;0N (
) of polynomials
that vanish and their normal derivatives of order 6m− 1 on @
.
We dene then the discrete spaces
XN = V 11 (
) \ PN (
) and MN = V 11}(
) \ PN (
):
It should be noted that the polynomials of V 11 (
) vanish on  0 and so
XN = PN (
) and MN = P0N (
):
Let j and j; 06j6N , be the nodes and weights of Gauss{Lobatto for the measure d. We use
the nodes j in the direction z. For the radial direction r, we use the nodes i and the weights
!i; 16i6N + 1, of Gauss{Lobatto for the measure (1 + ) d: i; 16i6N + 1, are the zeros of the
polynomial (1− 2)M 0N where MN is dened by
MN () =
(LN + LN+1)()
(1 + )
;
the polynomial LN being the Legendre polynomial of degree N . We dene the discrete scalar product,
for any continuous functions ’ and  on 
:
(’;  )N =
N+1X
i=1
NX
j=0
’(i; j) (i; j)!ij: (4.1)
We easily prove (cf. [4,7]) that (:; :)N satises
8’N 2 PN (
) k’Nk2L21(
)6(’N ; ’N )N612k’Nk
2
L21(
)
: (4.2)
We design by k’kN=(’; ’)1=2N the discrete norm dened on PN (
). The following exactness property
of the quadrature formula holds for any polynomial ’N 2 P2N−1(
):Z


’N (r; z)r dr dz =
N+1X
i=1
NX
j=0
’N (i; j)!ij: (4.3)
4.1. The discrete problem
4.1.1. The Stokes problem
We introduce a discrete operator SN that approximates the Stokes operator (with  = 1) dened
by, SNf = ( N ; !N ) 2 MN  XN is the solution of
(rotr !N ; rotr ’N )N = (f; rotr ’N ); 8’N 2 MN;
(rotr  N ; rotr N )N = (!N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XN :
(4.4)
for any f 2 L21(
)2.
For any f in L21(
)
2, problem (4.4) has a unique solution in XN MN that satises
k!NkV 11 (
) + k NkV 11 (
)6ckfkL21(
);
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where c is a constant independent of N . Furthermore, if we assume that for r > 1,  2 V 11}(
) \
Hr+11 (
); ! 2 V 11 (
) \ Hr−11 (
) and f 2 (H1 (
))2 for > 0. Then relying on [1], we can prove
that
k!− !NkL21(
) + k −  NkV 11 (
)6c(N 1−r[k!kHr−11 (
) + k kHr+11 (
)] + N
−kfkH1 (
)2):
4.1.2. The Navier{Stokes problem
As previously, we dene an operator GN for taking into account the nonlinear term that appears
in the Navier{Stokes equations. For any vN =(’N ; N ) 2 MN XN and for all f 2 C0( 
)2, we dene
GN (vN ) in PN (
)2 by
(GN (vN ); yN ) =
1

((N3r’N ; yN )N − (f; yN )N ); 8yN 2 PN (
)2:
The discrete problem reads: 8f 2 C0( 
)2, nd tN = ( N ; !N ) 2 MN  XN such that
FN (tN ) = tN + SNGN (tN ) = 0 (4.5)
which can equivalently be written as
(rotr !N ; rotr ’N )N + (!N3r N ; rotr ’N )N = (f; rotr ’N )N ; 8’N 2 MN;
(rotr  N ; rotr N )N = (!N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XN :
(4.6)
In what follows, we check condition under which this solution is unique and we give error estimates.
To do this, we use the discrete implicit function theorem due to Brezzi et al. (cf. [9]). Prior to this,
we must prove some intermediate and technical results.
4.1.3. Technical results
We need to dene the space WN :
WN = f(’N ; N ) 2 MN  XN=(rotr ’N ; rotr N )N = (N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XNg:
Besides, we dene the discrete operator R1N from V
1
1 (
) onto PN (
), for any  2 V 11 (
) by
(rotr(R1N); rotr N )N = (rotr ; rotr N ); 8N 2 PN (
);
(R1N− ; 1) = 0:
Note that this operator preserves the functions of P0N−1(
). We can prove the result:
Lemma 4.1. The discrete operator R1N satises the following properties:
(1) For any function  2 V 11 (
), there exists a positive constant c such that
k −R1NkV 11 (
)6ck − N−1kV 11 (
); 8N−1 2 PN−1(
):
(2) For any real number s> 0 and for any function  in Hs1(
); we have
k −R1NkL21(
)6cN−skkHs1 (
):
We also need to dene the orthogonal projection 2N from H
2
1 (
) onto PN (
). The operator 2N
satises the next inequality, for any r and s such that 06r626s,∥∥v−2Nv∥∥Hr1 (
)6cN r−skvkHs1 (
); 8v 2 Hr1 (
);
where c is a positive constant independent of N .
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We can now state the next result.
Proposition 4.2. There exist two positive constants c1 and c2 independent of N such that for any
( N ; !N ) 2WN ;
krotr  NkL41(
)6c1j N jV 1; 41 (
)6c2k!NkN : (4.60)
Proof. Let ( N ; !N ) 2 WN . Since  N 2 P0N (
), we use successively a Hardy inequality, and a
Holder one to deduce that∥∥∥∥1r  N
∥∥∥∥
4
L41(
)
6 c
∥∥∥∥1r @r( 2N )
∥∥∥∥
2
L21(
)
= 4c
∥∥∥∥1r  N@r N
∥∥∥∥
2
L21(
)
6 c0k@r Nk2L41(
)
∥∥∥∥1r  N
∥∥∥∥
2
L41(
)
or equivalently∥∥∥∥1r  N
∥∥∥∥
L41(
)
6c0k@r NkL41(
):
We deduce
krotr  NkL41(
)6ck NkV 1; 41 (
)
6c1j N jV 1; 41 (
):
To prove the second inequality in (4.6), let N 2 XN be dened by
(N ; N ) = (!N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XN : (4.7)
We solve the Neumann problem for the operator r:
−r (N ) = N in 
;
@ (N )
@n
= 0 on  ;
( (N ); 1) = 0:
(4.8)
Since 
 is a rectangle, the problem (4.8) has a unique solution  (N ) in H 21 (
)\V 1;41 (
) satisfying
k (N )kH 21 (
)6ckNkL21(
): (4.9)
Taking N = N in (4.7) and using the inequality (4.2), we have
kNkL21(
)6ck!NkN
which implies that
k (N )kH 21 (
)6ck!NkN : (4.10)
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To estimate j N jV 1; 41 (
), we use a triangular inequality
j N jV 1; 41 (
)6j (N )jV 1; 41 (
) + j N −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
): (4.11)
The Sobolev injection Hs+11 (
) ,! W 1;41 (
) for s> 12 (cf. [5]) allows to deduce the inequality
j (N )jV 1; 41 (
)6ck (N )kH 21 (
):
Then (4.10) implies that
j (N )jV 1; 41 (
)6ck!NkN : (4.12)
On the other hand, we prove easily that  N =R1N (N ). We will use this identity later on. For the
second term in (4.11), we insert N−1 and obtain
j N −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
)6j N − N−1jV 1; 41 (
) + jN−1 −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
):
To upbound the rst term on the right-hand side, we use an inverse inequality between W 1;41 (
) and
H 11 (
) that we recall in a more general form (cf. [5]): for any nonnegative real numbers t and s
such that t6s and for any ’N 2 PN (
),
k’NkWs; 41 (
)6cN
2(s−t)+1k’NkWt; 21 (
):
To evaluate jN−1 −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
), we use the imbedding of Hs1(
) in W
1;4
1 (
), for s>
1
2 . Since
jN−1 −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
) = jN−1 −  (N )jW 1; 41 (
), we have
j N −  (N )jV 1; 41 (
)6cNk N − N−1kH 11 (
) + ckN−1 −  (N )kH 11 (
):
Now, owing to the rst property of R1N and choosing N−1 =
2
N−1 (N ), we can derive
k N −  (N )kH 11 (
)6ck (N )kH 21 (
)6ck!NkN : (4.13)
The result is a consequence of (4.11){(4.13).
The last result allows to dene the constant
T= sup
N>2
sup
( N ;!N )2WN
 j N jV 1; 41 (
)
k!NkN
!
:
We obtain the estimates for any g 2 L4=31 (
) and zN = SN (g) = (N ; N ),
kNkL21(
)6kNkN6TkgkL4=31 (
) and jN jV 1; 41 (
)6T
2kgkL4=31 (
):
Let t = ( ; !) be a nonsingular solution of (3.10) and let
N =
2;0
N−1 ; N =−rN and tN = (N ; N ):
We are now in a position to prove the main result in this section; however, its proof is rather
technical.
Lemma 4.3. We assume that solution t = ( ; !) of problem (3:10) satises ! 2 V 11 (
) and  2
H 31 (
). There exists a constant K=K(t) which depends on t and is independent of N such that
for any zN = (’N ; N ) and wN = (N ; N ) in WN ; we have
j(N3r’N ; rotr N )N − (N3r’N ; rotr N )j6K(logN )2N−1kNkL21(
)kNkL21(
) (4.14)
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and
j(N3rN ; rotr N )N − (N3rN ; rotr N )j6K(logN )2N−1kNkL21(
)kNkL21(
): (4.15)
Before giving the proof of this result, we recall some projection operators whose properties are
proven in [1].
We design by 1N the projection operator from V
1
1 (
) onto PN (
) dened by: for any  2
V 11 (
); 
1
N  2 PN (
) and(
rotr
(
1N − 

; rotr N

= 0; 8N 2 PN (
):
is satised. The following inequality holds for any r61: there exists a positive constant c such that,
for all function  in Hr1 (
) \ V 11 (
),∥∥ −1N ∥∥L21(
) + N−1
∥∥rotr ( −1N ∥∥L21(
)6cN−rkkHr1 (
): (4.16)
We need a similar result for the polynomial approximation in V 21 (
), hence we introduce the
projection operator 2;0N from V
2
1}(
) onto PN (
)\V 21}(
)=P2;0N (
): for any  2 V 21}(
); 2;0N  2
P2;0N (
) and
(r(
2;0
N − ); rN ) = 0; 8N 2 P2;0N (
)
is satised. The proof of the following estimate is done in the Annexe of [1].
For any r > 2; there exists a positive constant c such that, for all functions ’ 2 Hr1 (
) \ V 21 (
);
kr(’−2N’)kL21(
)6cN 2−rk’kHr1 (
):
Proof of Lemma 4.3. For the sake of brevity, we only prove inequality (4.14). The proof of (4.15)
is quite identical. Let zN = (’N ; N ); wN = (N ; N ) in WN and N 2 XN be such that
(N ; N ) = (N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XN :
We search for ’(N ) 2 V 11 (
) the solution of the problem
−r’(N ) = N in 
;
@’(N )
@n
= 0 on  ;
(’(N ); 1) = 0:
(4.17)
The problem (4.17) has a unique solution in V 11 (
).
Let M = [N=2] be the integral part of N=2. We have
(N3r’N ; rotr N )N =−(r(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’N ; rotr N )N
− (r2;0M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N )); rotr N )N
− (r2;0M−1 3r1M ’(N )); rotr N ):
We decompose (N3r’N ; rotr N ) as previously and obtain
(N3r’N ; rotr N )N − (N3r’N ; rotr N ) =−(r(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’N ; rotr N )N
+(r(
2;0
N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’N ; rotr N )
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− (r2;0M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N )); rotr N )N
+(r
2;0
M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N )); rotr N ):
This leads to
j(N3r’N ; rotr N )N − (N3r’N ; rotr N )j
6kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’NkNkrotr NkN
+ kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’NkL21(
)2krotr NkL21(
)2
+ kr2;0M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kNkrotr NkN
+ kr2;0M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kL21(
)2krotr NkL21(
)2 :
(4.18)
It should be noted (cf. [15]) that 8’N 2 PN (
);
krotr ’NkN6
p
12krotr ’NkL21(
)26ckrotr ’NkL41(
)2
and we can prove, using the interpolation operator properties, that
k(rotr ’N )2kN6c(logN )k(rotr ’N )2k2L41(
)2 :
These inequalities allow to upbound the discrete norms in (4.18) by norms of L41(
).
We now prove the following result:
8 2 H 31 (
) \ H 21(
); k2;0N−1kW 2; 41 (
)6ckkH 31 (
): (4.19)
Let  2 H 31 (
). Then
k2;0N−1kW 2; 41 (
)6k
2;0
N−1− kW 2; 41 (
) + kkW 2; 41 (
):
The Sobolev injection Hs1(
) ,! W 2;41 (
) that holds for any s> 52 proves that there exists a
constant c such that
kkW 2; 41 (
)6ckkH 31 (
):
Now, let ’N belong to PN (
); we have
k2;0N−1− kW 2; 41 (
)6k
2;0
N−1− ’NkW 2; 41 (
) + k’N − kW 2; 41 (
): (4.20)
Using the inverse inequality between W 2;41 (
) and H
2
1 (
); we can derive that
k2;0N−1− ’NkW 2; 41 (
)6 cNk
2;0
N−1− ’NkH 21 (
)
6 cN (k2;0N−1− kH 21 (
) + k− ’NkH 21 (
)):
Now,
k2;0N−1− kH 21 (
)6cN−1kkH 31 (
):
We choose ’N =3N where 
3
N is the orthogonal projection from H
3
1 (
) onto PN (
); then
k− ’NkH 21 (
)6cN−1kkH 31 (
):
We must now estimate the term k’N − kW 2; 41 (
). We use the imbedding of H 31 (
) in W
2;4
1 (
) to
derive that
k’N − kW 2; 41 (
)6ck’N − kH 31 (
)6ckkH 31 (
):
Inequality (4.14) is proven.
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Remark 4.4. For any ’N 2 P2;0N (
); we can prove by a Holder inequality that
k’NkV 2; 41 (
)6ck’NkW 2; 41 (
):
We estimate now each term in (4.17). First,
kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’NkL21(
)2 6 kr(
2;0
N−1 −2;0M−1 )kL41(
)k3r’NkL41(
)2
= kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )kL41(
)krotr ’NkL41(
)2
In a second step, we can write that
kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )kL41(
)6 cN (kr(
2;0
N−1 −2;0M−1 )kL21(
))
6 cN (kr(2;0N−1 −  )kL21(
) + kr( −
2;0
M−1 )kL21(
))
6 ck kH 31 (
)
so that, as (’N ; N ) 2WN ;
kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r’NkL21(
)26ck kH 31 (
)kNkN : (4.21)
For the last term in (4.18),
kr2;0M−1 3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kL21(
)26kr
2;0
M−1 kL41(
)k3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kL41(
)2 :
Using the inverse inequality between L41(
) and L
2
1(
) and owing to (4.18), we have
kr2;0M−1 kL41(
)6cNkr(
2;0
M−1 kL21(
)6ck kH 31 (
):
Next, the inverse inequality between W 1;41 (
) and H
1
1 (
) leads to
k3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kL41(
)2 = krotr (’N −1M ’(N ))kL41(
)2
6 k’N −1M ’(N ))kV 1; 41 (
)
6 cNk’N −1M ’(N ))kV 11 (
):
We insert ’(N ) in the last inequality and obtain
k3r(’N −1M ’(N ))kL41(
)26cNk’N − ’(N )kV 11 (
) + k’(N )−1M ’(N ))kV 11 (
):
By writing a variational formulation of problem (4.17), we can show that ’N =1N ’(N )) and using
(4.16),
k’N − ’(N )kV 11 (
)6cN−1k’(N )kH 21 (
):
Furthermore, we can deduce by writing a stability property for problem (4.17):
k’N − ’(N )kV 11 (
)6cN−1kNkL21(
): (4.22)
We use a similar argument to derive that
k’(N )−1M ’(N )kV 11 (
)6cN−1kNkL21(
): (4.23)
Using inequalities (4.21){(4.23), immediately we have (4.14).
Here again we consider a nonsingular solution of (3.10), t = ( ; !) and we set tN = (N ; N ) =
(2;0N−1 ;−rN ). We have the result:
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Proposition 4.5. Let  = k(DF(t))−1kL(X;X). We assume that t = ( ; !) 2 H 31 (
)  V 11 (
). Then;
there exists an integer N0 such that for all N >N0; DFN (tN ) is an isomorphism ofWN . In addition;
there exist two constants K=K(t) and > 0 independent of N such that
k(DFN (tN ))−1kL(X;X)6

1− KN− : (4.24)
Proof. Let zN = (’N ; N ) 2WN ; then
DFN (tN )  zN = DF(t)  zN − (DF(t)  zN − DFN (tN )  zN ):
We decompose DF(t)  zN − DFN (tN )  zN as follows:
DF(t)  zN − DFN (tN )  zN = SDG(t)  zN − SNDGN (t)  zN
= S(DG(t)  zN − DG(tN )  zN ) + (S − SN )DG(tN )  zN
+ SN (DG(tN )  zN − DGN (tN )  zN ): (4.25)
Lemma 4.3 and the stability properties of SN are used to upbound the last term of (4.25):
kSN (DG(tN )  zN − DGN (tN )  zNkX6K(logN )2N−1kzNkX:
Dealing with the rst term, we can show that
kDG(t)  zN − DG(tN )  zNkL4=31 (
)6
1

kt − tNkXkzNkX:
We can also prove that
kt − tNkX6cN−1(k!kV 11 (
) + k kH 31 (
)):
Hence
kDG(t)  zN − DG(tN )  zNkL4=31 (
)6
1

cN−1(k!kV 11 (
) + k kH 31 (
)):
It remains to estimate the second term in (4.25). To do this, we use compactness arguments and
prove that
lim
N!+1
k(S − SN )DGN (tN )  zNkX = 0:
The proof is quite technical; we refer to [1] for further details. This ends the proof of Propos-
ition 4.5.
We also need the following result.
Lemma 4.6. The mapping t 7! DFN (t) is Lipschitz-continuous in X : there exists a positive con-
stant L independent of N such that for any t and w in X; we have
kDFN (t)− DFN (w)kL(X;X)6Lkt − wkX; (4.26)
Proof. Let t = ( ; !); z = (’; ) and w = (; ) in ; then
(DFN (t)− DFN (w))z= SN [(DG(t)− DG(w))z]
=
1

SN [(!− )3r’+ 3r( − )]:
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As (!− )3r’+ 3r( − ) 2 L4=31 (
), we can write
k(!− )3r’+ 3r( − )kL4=31 (
)6kt − wkXkzkX: (4.27)
It should be noted that if we consider a data g for the Stokes problem in L4=31 (
), then SNg=(N ; N )
satises
kNkL21(
)6TkgkL4=31 (
) and jN jV 1; 41 (
)6T
2kgkL4=31 (
)
or equivalently
kSNgkX6(T+T2)kgkL4=31 (
): (4.28)
Now,
kDFN (t)− DFN (w)kL(X;X) = sup
z2X
k(DFN (t)− DFN (w))zkX
kzkX
6
1

(T+T2) sup
z2X
kgkL4=31 (
)
kzkX ;
where g is the quantity (!− )3r’+ 3r( − ). We can see that
kgkL4=31 (
)6kt − wkXkzkX
so that
kDFN (t)− DFN (w)kL(X;X)61 (T+T
2)kt − wkX:
The constant L is given by L= (1=)(T+T2).
Let t = ( ; !) be a nonsingular solution of (3.10) and let tN = (N ; N ) = (
2;0
N−1 ;−rN ). The
next lemma is useful to upbound the term kFN (tN )kX.
Lemma 4.7. We assume that ! 2 Hs−11 (
) and  2 Hs+11 (
) for any s>2. For any zN=(N ; N ) 2
WN ; we have
j(N3rN ; rotrN )N − (!3r ; rotrN )j6K(logN )2N 1−s(k!kHs−11 (
) + k kHs+11 (
))kNkN ;
where K=K(t) is a function of t.
Proof. By writing
(N3r’N ; rotrN )N − (!3r ; rotrN )j
6kr2;0N−1 3r(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )kNkrotrNkN
+kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r2;0M−1 kNkrotr(N −1M (N ))kN
+kr(2;0N−1 −2;0M−1 )3r2;0M−1 kL41(
)2krotr(N −1M (N ))kL41(
)2
+kr(2;0N−1 −  )3r2;0M−1 kL41(
)2krotr NkL41(
)2
+kr 3r(2;0M−1 −  )kL41(
)2krotr NkL41(
)2 ;
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where (N ) is solution of the problem
−r(N ) = %N in 
;
@(N )
@n
= 0 on  ;
((N ); 1) = 0;
with %N 2 XN=(%N ; N ) = (N ; N )N ; 8N 2 XN . The result can be proven as Lemma 4.3.
We can deduce easily
Lemma 4.8. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4:7; if we assume in addition that the data f 2
H1 (
)
2; for > 1; then
kFN (tN )kX6K(t)(logN )2N 1−s(k!kHs−11 (
) + k kHs+11 (
)) + c()N
−kfkH1 (
)2 :
The conditions of application of the Brezzi{Rappaz{Raviart theorem being fullled, we deduce the
following result from the preceding lemmas.
Theorem 4.9. Let t = ( ; !) be a nonsingular solution of problem (3:10). There exists then a
neighbourhood of t such that for N suciently large; the discrete problem (4:5) has a unique
solution tN =( N ; !N ) in this neighbourhood. In addition; if we assume that t 2 Hs+11 (
)Hs−11 (
)
for s>2 and f 2 H1 (
)2; for > 1 then for N suciently large; we have the error estimation
k!− !NkL21(
) + j −  N jV 1; 41 (
)6K(logN )
2N 1−s(k!kHs−11 (
) + k kHs+11 (
))
+ c()N−kfkH1 (
)2 ; (4.29)
where the constant K depends only on the solution t.
The error estimate is optimal for the stream function and the vorticity. It is also optimal for the
Stokes problem (cf. [1]).
4.2. Discrete problem on the pressure
The discrete pressure is the solution of the problem:
Find pN 2 PN (
) \ L21;0(
) such that
(3pN ;3qN )N = (f;3qN )N − (rotr !N ;3qN )N − (!N3r N ;3qN )N ; 8qN 2 PN (
):
We can prove the next error estimate:
Theorem 4.10. If we assume that p 2 Hs−11 (
); s>2 and f 2 H1 (
)2; for > 1 then the next
error estimation holds:
k p− pNkL21(
)6 c(N 1−sk pkHs−11 (
) + (logN )
2
q
1 + (logN )2N 2−s(k!kHs−11 (
) + k kHs+11 (
))
+ c()N−kfk2H1 (
)):
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We obtain the same estimate as for the Stokes problem. The term logN comes from the inverse
inequalities between weighted spaces; however it is completely negligible with respect to N 2−s.
5. Algorithms and numerical results
5.1. The Glowinski{Pironneau method
The stream function{vorticity formulation of the Stokes equations with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the velocity leads, when 
 is simply-connected, to solving a Dirichlet prob-
lem for the biharmonic operator 2r of which the solution is the stream function  :
2r  = rot(g) in 
;
 j  = 0;
@ 
@nj 
= 0:
(P0)
The numerical solution of (P0) is of great interest for the solution of the Navier{Stokes problem
since we will use iterative methods that require at each step the solution of biharmonic problems
like (P0). We extend here the Glowinski{Pironneau method [11{13], to axisymmetric problems. This
method allows us to reduce the solution of the problem (P0) to the factorization of a positive-denite,
symmetric matrix and of another small positive-denite matrix. We recall here the principal steps
of the decomposition of the continuous problem (P0); the decomposition of the discrete problem
issued from (P0) obeys the same lines. Solving problem (P0) is equivalent to solving the following
problems:
−r!0 = rot g in 
;
!0j  = 0;
(5.1)
−r 0 = !0 in 
;
 0j  = 0:
(5.2)
We introduce an isomorphism A dened from H−1=2( ), the dual of the Sobolev space H 1=2( ),
onto H 1=2( ) by: if  is the solution of
2r  = 0 in 
;
 j  = 0;
−r j  = ;
(5.3)
then A=−@ =@n and we solve the equation
A=−@ 0
@n
(5.4)
and the problems
−r!= rot g in 
;
!j  = ;
(5.5)
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−r = ! in 
;
 j  = 0: (5.6)
We can show that the operator A is symmetric, positive denite and elliptic from the space H−1=21 ( )
onto H 1=21 ( ). We can also prove similar properties for the discrete problem associated with Eq. (5.3)
and show that the trace of the discrete vorticity is the solution of a linear system whose matrix is
symmetric and positive denite. We use a conjugate gradient algorithm to solve this system. Many
other methods, direct or iterative, can be used with the same eciency.
5.2. The Navier{Stokes equations
We extend the method to the numerical treatment of the nonlinear Navier{Stokes problem
(cf. [11]):
−r!+3r  rotr != rot g;
−r = !;
 j  = 0;
@ 
@n j 
= 0:
(5.7)
We can write also this problem as
−r!= 1r @r(r )@z!−
1
r
@r(r!)@r + rot g;
−r = !;
 j  = 0;
@ 
@n j 
= 0:
(5.8)
So, the iterative algorithm for solving this problem is the following. We approximate the solution
( ; !), as in [11], by a sequence ( m; !m)Mm=1 that we construct by
 m+1 =  m + (  m −  m); !m+1 = !m + ( !m − !m);
where  is a relaxation parameter (> 0) and ( !m;  m) is the solution of the problem
−r !m =−1r (@r(r m)@z!m − @r(r!m)@z m) + rotf;
−r  m = !m;
 mj  = 0;
@  m
@n j 
= 0:
(5.9)
In each iteration, we solve a linear problem that needs the solution of four Dirichlet problems for
the operator r the matrix of which is computed once for all. To solve the Navier{Stokes equations,
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Fig. 1. - - - Norm H 11 of the error on  . | Norm L
2
1 of the error on !.
Fig. 2. - - - Norm H 11 of the error on  . | Norm L
2
1 of the error on !.
all we need is a good code for the solution of the linear Stokes problem. We have implemented
the method and we can see that the method converges fastly to the expected solution. In the next
section, we present some numerical results.
5.3. Numerical results
We present here some numerical results that show the eciency of the method used. We present
rst some results for regular and singular analytic solutions of the Stokes problem. The solutions are
computed in the square (−1; 1)2 (i.e., we make the change of variables r=2−1). The computation
is done for dierent values of the polynomial degree N . Fig. 1 represents the convergence curves
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
of the log of the error k −  NkH 11 (
) between the exact stream function:
 (r; z) = cos (r) sin (z)(1− r2)3(1− z2)
and the calculated one together with the log of the error k! − !NkL21(
). We compute the vorticity
! by the formula −r = !. The algorithm converges exponentially.
The second test concerns a singular stream function:
 (r; z) = (1− r)3(1 + r)11=2(1− z2)
and the associated vorticity:
!(r; z) = (1− r)(1 + r)7=2p(r; z);
where p(r; z) is a polynomial in variable r and z. In Fig. 2, we present the convergence curves of
the log of the error k −  NkH 11 (
) and k!− !NkL21(
). Here again we have a good convergence.
Now, we present a Navier{Stokes solution. The exact stream function and vorticity are the same
as in the preceding test. We have taken here a Reynolds number equal to 100 and a relaxation
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8.
Fig. 9. Fig. 10.
parameter equal to 0.5. It seems that this value of the parameter is the best for the convergence of
the algorithm. We converge to the exact solution with a precision of order 10−7 in a few iterations
(less than 10). The following curves represent the isovalues of the exact and the discrete stream
function and vorticity. In Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, we present the curves of isovalues of  and
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 N for N equal to 27. Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, represent the curves of isovalues of ! and !N .
As high accuracy is achieved, the graphics are nearly similar.
Finally, we compute a solution of the Navier{Stokes problem by taking a data f such that rot
f =−9:8 and we start the algorithm by zero. In Figs. 7 and 8, we show respectively the vorticity
and the stream-function isovalues computed with a value R = 50 for the Reynolds number and 0.5
for the relaxation parameter. The polynomial degree is equal to 14. Figs. 9 and 10 and give the
vorticity and the stream-function isovalues with the same data but with R = 100.
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